
Basic Colour Management

The First Step
Monitor Calibration with ColorMunki

by Andy Astbury

Colour management is the simple process of maintaining colour accuracy and consistency between 
the ACTUAL COLOURS in your image, in terms of Hue, Saturation and Luminosity; and those 
reproduced on your RGB devices; in this case, displayed on your monitor.  Each and every pixel in 
your image has its very own individual RGB colour values and it is vital to us as photographers that 
we “SEE” these values accurately displayed on our monitors.

If we were to visit The National Gallery and gaze upon Turners “Fighting Temeraire” we would see 
all those sumptuous colours on the canvass just as J.M.W.  intended; but could we see the same 
colours if we had a pair of Ray Bans on?

No, we couldn't; because the sunglasses behave as colour filters and so they would add a “tint” to 
every colour of light that passes through them.

What you need to understand about your monitor is that it behaves like a filter between your eyes 
and the recorded colours in your image; and unless that “filter” is 100% neutral in colour, then it 
will indeed “tint” your displayed image.

So, the first effect of monitor calibration is that the process NEUTRALISES any colour tint in the 
monitor display and so shows us the “real colours” in our images; the correct values of Hue and 
Saturation.

Now imagine we have an old fashioned Kodak Ektachrome colour slide sitting in a projector.  If we 
have the correct wattage bulb in the projector we will see the correct LUMINOSITY of the slide 
when it is projected.

But if the bulb wattage is too high then the slide will project too brightly, and if the bulb wattage is 
too low then the projected image will not be bright enough.

All our monitors behave just like a projector, and as such they all have a brightness adjustment 
which we can directly correlate to our old fashioned slide projector bulb, and this brightness, or 
backlight control is another aspect of monitor calibration.

Have you done a print that comes out DARKER than the image displayed on the screen?

If you have then your monitor backlight is too bright!

And so, the second effect of monitor calibration is the setting of the correct level of brightness or 
backlighting of our monitor in order for us to see the true Luminosity of the pixels in our images. 

Without an accurately calibrated monitor your ability to control the accuracy of colour and 
overall brightness of your images is severely limited.



ColorMunki Setup

Put the ColorMunki spectrophotometer into the cover/holder and attach the USB cable

Always keep the sliding dust cover closed when storing the ColorMunki in its holder – this prevents dust 



ingress which will effect the device performance.

BUT REMEMBER – slide the cover out of the way before you begin the calibration process!

Install the ColorMunki software on your machine, register it via the internet, then check for any available 
updates.

Once the software is fully installed and working you are ready to begin.

Plug the USB cable into an empty USB port on your computer – NOT an external hub port as this can 
sometimes cause device/system communication problems.

Launch the ColorMunki software.

The VERY FIRST THING YOU NEED TO DO is open the ColorMunki software preferences and ensure 
that it looks like the following screen:

PC: File > Preferences
Mac: ColorMunki Photo > Preferences



The value for the Tone Response Curve MUST be set to 2.2 which is the default value.

The ICC Profile Version number MUST be set to v2 for best results  – this is NOT the default.

Ensure the two check boxes are “ticked”.**

If you are going to use the ColorMunki to make printer profiles then ensure the ICC Profile Version is set to 
v2.

By default the ColorMunki writes profiles in ICC v4 – not all computer operating systems can function 
correctly from a graphics colour aspect; but they can all function perfectly using ICC v2. 

You should only need to do this operation once, but any updates from X-Rite, or a reinstallation of the 
software will require you to revisit the preferences panel just to check all is well.

Once this panel is set as above Click OK and you are ready to begin.

** These settings can be something of a contentious issue. DDC & LUT check boxes should only 
be “ticked” if your monitor/Graphics card offers support.

If you find these settings make your monitor become excessively dark once profiling has been 
completed, start again ensuring BOTH check boxes are “unticked”.

For more information on this, a good starting point is a page on the X-Rite website available on 
the link below:

http://xritephoto.com/ph_product_overview.aspx?ID=1115&Action=Support&SupportID=5561

http://xritephoto.com/ph_product_overview.aspx?ID=1115&Action=Support&SupportID=5561


This is the main ColorMunki GUI, or graphic user interface:

Click Profile My Display

Select the display you want to profile.

I use what is called a “double desktop” and have two monitors running side by side; if you have just a single 
monitor connected then that will be the only display you see listed.  Click Next.



Select the type of display – we are talking here about calibrating a monitor attached to a PC or Mac 
so select LCD.

Laptops – it never hurts a laptop to be calibrated for luminance and colour, but in most cases the 
graphics output LUT (colour Look Up Table) is barely 8 bit to begin with; the calibration process 
will usually reduce that to less than 8 bit.  This will normally result in the laptop screen colour 
range being reduced in size and you may well see banding in your images.

Remedy: DON'T PROCESS ON A LAPTOP – otherwise “me and the boys” will be paying you a visit!

Select Advanced.

Deselect the ambient light measurement option – it can be expensive to set yourself up with proper lighting 
in order to have an ICC standard viewing/processing environment; daylight (D65) bulbs are fairly cheap 
and do go a long way towards helping, but the correct amount of light and the colour of the walls and 
ceiling, and the exclusion of extraneous light sources of incorrect colour temperature (eg windows) can 
prove somewhat more problematic and costly.

Processing in darkened room without light is by far the easiest, cheapest and most cost-effective 
way of obtaining correct working conditions.

Set the Luminance target Value to 120 (that's 120 candelas per square meter if you're interested!).

Set the Target White Point to D65 (that's 6500 degrees Kelvin – mean average daylight).

Click Next.



With the ColorMunki connected to your system this is the screen you will be greeted with.

You need to calibrate the device itself, so follow the illustration and rotate the ColorMunki dial to the 
indicated position.

Once the device has calibrated itself to its internal calibration tile you will see the displayed GUI change to:



Follow the illustration and return the ColorMunki dial to its measuring position.

Click Next.

Click Next.

With the ColorMunki in its holder and with the spectrophotometer cover OPEN for measurement, place the 



ColorMunki on the monitor as indicated on screen and in the image below:

Click Next.

The first thing the ColorMunki does is measure the luminosity of the screen. If you get a manual adjustment 
prompt such as this (indicates non-support/disabling of DDC preferences option):



then simply turn adjust the monitor brightness slowly until the indicator line is level with the central datum 
line; you should see a “tick” suddenly appear when the luminance value of 120 is reached by your 
adjustments.

You may have to access your monitor controls via the screen OSD menu, or on Mac via the System 
Preferences > Display menu.

Once the Brightness/Luminance of the monitor is set correctly then ColorMunki will proceed will proceed 
with its monitor output colour measurements.

In order for you to understand what is going on here is a sequence of slides from one of my workshops on 
colour management:





Once the measurements are complete the GUI will return to the screen in this form.

Either use the default profile name, or one of your own choice and click Save.

NOTE: You cannot rename the profile after it has been saved, otherwise the profile will not work.

Click Next.



Click Save again to commit the new monitor profile to you operating system as the default monitor profile.

You can set the profile reminder interval from the drop down menu.

Click Next.

You will be able to check the changes made by the new profile by clicking the “before” & “after” buttons.



Click Next.

You are now back to the ColorMunki startup GUI.

Quit or Exit the ColorMunki application – you are done!

Andy Astbury
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If you have any questions or need help or advice on anything photography related please feel free to contact 
me.

BLOG:   http://www.wildlifeinpixels.net/blog/
Website: http://wildlifeinpixels.net
Email:    tuition@wildlifeinpixels.net

All text and diagrammatic illustrations in this article are copyright © Andy Astbury/Wildlife in Pixels and may not be 
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